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The tradition 
continues

Great British 
craftsmanship

A passion for precision, enduring elegance and 
meticulous attention to detail is something our 
namesake, Thomas Sheraton, firmly believed in. His 
reputation as one of the greatest of all English furniture 
makers was built around a simple ideal: that ‘good 
design should unite elegance and utility and blend the 
useful with the agreeable’.

Here at Sheraton we’re continuing this tradition of seamlessly 

combining the practical, the beautiful and the flexible by creating

a stunning collection of kitchens that are crafted for today’s

way of life.

Although you’ll find tradition at the heart of every Sheraton 

Kitchen, each one is designed and built using a modern and 

innovative approach. The style is timeless yet fresh, and brings

a real sense of elegance and luxury to the heart of your home.

It is a classic British kitchen for people who appreciate the finer 

things in life.

Sheraton was a man who was true to his artistic ideals. His work 

reflected his honesty, refinement, knowledge of his craft and 

an unparalleled sense of beauty. This is something we strive to 

achieve with every Sheraton Kitchen we make. Including yours.

At Sheraton we’re very proud of our British heritage, 
not to mention our reputation for designing and 
manufacturing an outstanding range of durable,
high-quality kitchens. All of which are made using the 
latest manufacturing techniques at our modern,
purpose-built factory in Yorkshire.

But being British isn’t just about geography. It’s about having a 

forward-thinking attitude and a natural flair for ingenuity. Good 

British design has always set the trends and pushed the boundaries, 

which is something we strive to do with every kitchen we create.

Wherever we can, we use British components in our Sheraton 

Kitchens. But to help ensure we maintain the highest possible 

standards, we also source materials from around the world. These 

are then combined and manufactured in the UK to produce a 

superior quality kitchen, backed by unrivalled customer service.
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More reasons to 
choose Sheraton
The Sheraton 10-year 
Guarantee

All Sheraton Kitchens come with a

10-year guarantee to give you complete 

peace of mind when purchasing. It 

guarantees that for a period of 10 years 

from the date of purchase, your kitchen 

cabinets and fascias manufactured by 

Omega PLC are free from defects in 

material and workmanship.

Please ask your Sheraton retailer for

more details.

The Sheraton Deposit 
Guarantee Scheme

Sheraton Kitchens’ Deposit Guarantee 

Scheme offers you peace of mind and 

certainty when you purchase a Sheraton 

Kitchen from any of our approved Sheraton 

Kitchens Retailers.

Should the retailer cease to trade before we 

have delivered your kitchen we guarantee to 

supply your Sheraton Kitchen furniture at the 

current manufacturer’s recommended retail 

price, less the deposit paid, provided that the 

amount paid to the retailer does not exceed 

50% of the manufacturer’s recommended 

retail price.

Online inspiration

If you’re looking for even more inspiration, 

look no further than the Sheraton website. 

Here you’ll find a great range of features 

to help you find and plan out the perfect 

kitchen for you.

As well as being able to browse our 

catalogues and an image gallery for every 

individual kitchen and accessory, our blog 

and inspiration pages are full of helpful, 

expert advice to help you make decisions 

that will work for your space. 

You’ll find an easy-to-use kitchen visualiser 

too, which allows you to try different 

combinations of painted kitchens along with 

a selection of handles, worktops, flooring 

and wall colours.

Designed for you and
your world

Here at Sheraton, it’s not just the kitchen 

environment we care about. We’re also 

committed to making our planet a cleaner, 

more beautiful place too. So naturally, 

sustainability is something that’s very 

important to us. From the wood we use,

to the energy we consume, to our 

transport and logistics, we take great care 

to ensure we’re being environmentally 

responsible at all times.

We also like to make products that last. 

We believe that this is just as important for 

protecting the world’s limited resources. 

To that end, Sheraton Kitchens have 

been awarded FSC® Chain of Custody 

Certification, giving you the peace of mind 

that the materials used to make your 

kitchen have been sourced from responsibly 

managed forests.

We hope you enjoy this Sheraton brochure. 

When you’ve finished with it please pass it 

on to a friend or recycle it. Thank you.
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Introducing
George Clarke

The right way
to buy a kitchen

George Clarke is an accomplished and passionate 
architect as well as Creative Director of the 
architectural practice, George Clarke + Partners.

In addition, he’s a writer, lecturer and TV presenter of several 

very successful TV series, including Channel 4’s Restoration 

Man and George Clarke’s Amazing Spaces.

The modern-day British kitchen is by far the busiest and 
most regularly used room in the home. With so many 
functions performed in it every day, proper planning and 
great design is essential. 
 

The kind of space you have available, and how your family move 

around it will play a huge part in the overall design of your kitchen. 

You want it to look beautiful, but also work beautifully, to complement 

your way of living. So take your time to browse the full range of 

Sheraton Kitchens in this brochure, then follow these five simple steps 

to help you make the right choices.

It’s all in the planning

Getting a kitchen that’s perfect for you and your family’s needs takes 

time and plenty of planning, so don’t try to rush this stage. Before you 

talk to any experts, give yourself time to sit down and think about 

how you would like to use the space. The way that I might use a space 

could be very different to the way you might use it. Ask yourself: what 

would be my ideal layout? Who’s going to use it? How much storage 

do I need? What appliances do I want? What colours and textures 

do I like? Do I want an island unit and can the space take it? Measure 

the dimensions, including where the doors, windows and services are 

located and make a list of exactly what you want and need.

Add some expertise

Once you have your measurements and a rough outline of what you 

want, it’s time to visit your local Sheraton retailer to chat through your 

ideas with a designer. They’ll have the experience and design expertise 

to advise you on what will work and what won’t, and will be able to 

turn your initial thoughts into something that not only reflects your 

personality, but supports and enhances your individual lifestyle.

Decide on the doors

Nothing defines a kitchen more than the doors. Depending on 

the design, you can create something elegant, rustic, eye-catching, 

minimalist or luxurious. A Sheraton Kitchen has dozens of traditional, 

shaker and modern styles available, in a range of gloss, white effect, 

timber and painted finishes. All of which can be customised with an 

extensive range of handles. Or you can choose to go handle-less if 

you want a truly modern look. 

Let’s talk storage

You should have already thought carefully about your storage. Not 

just what you need now, but also in the future. By using your available 

space efficiently, it’s surprising just how much extra storage you can 

create. Sheraton units are available with all kinds of ingenious storage 

solutions such as the designer ‘LeMans’ corner unit, pull-out larders 

and internal drawers. You’ll find the full range of functional accessories, 

including lighting and shelving, from page 130.

Work out your worktops

Choosing a worktop is an important part of the design process and 

can change the whole look and feel of your kitchen. So it has to be 

right. That’s why Sheraton offer a huge range of durable laminate 

worktops from Duropal, one of the UK’s leading suppliers. They’re 

available in a wide choice of colours and styles, and in 40mm and 

60mm thicknesses. There’s also a unique range of curved worktops, 

designed specifically to suit the collection of curved base units.

“ I’m delighted to be working with Sheraton, 
 a brand that’s genuinely passionate about 
 good design and great British craftsmanship. 
 I’m here to offer help and advice to make 
 planning and buying your kitchen a little 
 less daunting.”

“ Before you talk to a designer, think about how
 you and your family will use the space and give
 yourself enough time to make the right decisions.
 Start by measuring the dimensions of the room
 and have a go at roughly planning out what 
 would work best for you.”
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Timeless
design.
Endless
possibilities.

Mixing it up

By contrasting textures, colours and materials, you can create 

a kitchen with a character all of its own. With an eclectic mix 

of natural wood, painted matt and high-gloss finishes, our new 

range of Sheraton Kitchens brings inspired British design, simple 

functionality and a touch of understated luxury to the heart of 

your home.

“ It’s how you plan your kitchen that really 
 matters. The three main things to consider 
 are: layout, storage and lighting.”

Hidden charms

Even in the most minimalist of kitchens, it’s essential to maximise your 

storage space. Only then can you create a kitchen that’s as practical as 

it is beautiful. That’s why with every Sheraton Kitchen, you get a great 

choice of ingenious storage solutions such as our cleverly concealed and 

deceptively spacious pull-out larder.

The icing on the cake

It’s amazing what a few carefully chosen finishing touches can do to the 

overall look and feel of a kitchen. And when it’s as beautiful and well-

crafted as a Sheraton Kitchen, it’s worth considering accessories with a 

more solid and natural quality such as white porcelain pots, heavy wooden 

bowls and rustic wicker baskets.

Fabulous finishes

Natural textures and tones such as light oaks and cream 

gloss finishes can add real warmth and character to a kitchen. 

Especially when you combine a number of different finishes 

within the same design. And when accessorised with glass 

and stainless steel fixtures, you can give it a fresh and 

unmistakably modern feel.

Colour your life

With the right colour scheme, the inherent quality of a Sheraton Kitchen 

can really shine through. By contrasting subtle and natural shades such as 

buttermilk and ivory with rich, earthy tones like brown and grey, you can 

achieve a look that’s modern yet timeless, and simple yet luxurious.
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A Sheraton Shaker offers the quality, build and range 
to fit into any style of home. Easily customisable and 
endlessly functional.

The
Shaker 
range from 
Sheraton

Versatility itself
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The beauty of a 
British-made 
Shaker
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Its distinctive square-framed design and timeless appeal 
makes the Shaker-style kitchen a true British classic. 
And with a huge range of features, design options and 
accessories, a Sheraton Shaker can be adapted to suit any 
taste or need.

Select a painted kitchen in one of our range of beautifully natural 

shades or choose a classic timber finish. Then develop your own style 

further with a choice of undermount, ceramic or steel sinks, handles, 

worktops and storage systems.

With this level of flexibility, a kitchen from the Sheraton Shaker 

range can be configured to complement and enhance your home, 

whatever its size, style or age.

“  It’s all about making the most of your 
space at home and the beauty of a Shaker 
kitchen means it can be adapted to suit 
the way you live.”

THE RANGE – AT A GLANCE

Painted Green Wood Shaker  16

Painted Wood Shaker (Colour Options)  18

Elegant Painted Light Blue & Ivory  20

Elegant Painted (Colour Options) 22

Shaker Painted Sage Grey & Ivory  24

Shaker Painted (Colour Options) 26

Ivory Shaker  28

Chamfered Shaker Painted (Colour Options)  30

Lissa Oak Wood Shaker  32

Natural Oak Shaker  34

Walnut Wood Shaker  35

Gloss Stone Shaker  36

Gloss White Shaker  38

Ferrara Natural Oak  39

Lissa Oak Shaker  40

Walnut Shaker  41

Broad Style Buttermilk  42

Contemporary Buttermilk  43
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A refined and striking kitchen in a classic timber 
Shaker style, available with a huge range of 
customisable features, trims and accessories.

Painted Green
Wood Shaker

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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A classic wood Shaker available 
in 11 natural painted colours.

Choose from our palette of natural, elegant
shades to add a splash of individuality and create
the perfect look.

Painted Wood 
Shaker

Add some colour

Green TaupeLight BlueIvory

Oyster Light GreySage GreyWhite

AubergineHickorySteel Blue

1. Painted Oyster Wood Shaker
2. Painted White Wood Shaker
3. Painted Sage Grey Wood Shaker
4. Painted Steel Blue Wood Shaker

1
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Incredibly versatile, this beautiful kitchen is equally 
adaptable to suit both the modern or more 
traditional home.

Elegant Painted 
Light Blue
& Ivory
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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1. Elegant Painted Green
2. Elegant Painted Taupe
3. Elegant Painted White
4. Elegant Painted Steel Blue

A classic Shaker-style kitchen with beautiful 
smooth painted one-piece doors. Available 
in a range of natural colours.

Elegant
Painted

1

Add some colour
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4

3

2

Choose from our palette of natural, elegant
shades to add a splash of individuality and create
the perfect look.

Green TaupeLight BlueIvory

Oyster Light GreySage GreyWhite

AubergineHickorySteel Blue
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A stylish Shaker kitchen in a range of striking
colours with a beautiful woodgrain-effect finish
and customisable accessories.

Shaker Painted 
Sage Grey
& Ivory
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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1. Shaker Painted White
2. Shaker Painted Green
3. Shaker Painted Light Blue
4. Shaker Painted Oyster

A classic Shaker kitchen available in 
a range of contemporary colours.

Shaker
Painted

1

Add some colour
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Choose from our palette of natural, elegant
shades to add a splash of individuality and create
the perfect look.

Green TaupeLight BlueIvory

Oyster Light GreySage GreyWhite

AubergineHickorySteel Blue
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A stylish woodgrain-effect Shaker 
kitchen in a refined ivory finish.

Ivory
Shaker
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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1
1. Chamfered Shaker Painted Ivory
2. Chamfered Shaker Painted Light Blue
3. Chamfered Shaker Painted Light Grey

A stylish painted wood kitchen with 
solid ash frames and soft chamfered edges. 
Available in 11 natural colours.

Chamfered 
Shaker Painted

Add some colour
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3

2

Choose from our palette of natural, elegant
shades to add a splash of individuality and create
the perfect look.

Green TaupeLight BlueIvory

Oyster Light GreySage GreyWhite

AubergineHickorySteel Blue
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Striking, solid oak frames and a naturally 
warm woodgrain makes a big statement in 
this Lissa Oak Shaker-style kitchen.

Lissa Oak 
Wood Shaker
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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This Shaker-style kitchen features attractive solid oak 
frames, over-veneered in rich and exotic walnut.

Solid oak frames and a naturally light timber create 
this stunning Natural Oak Shaker-style kitchen.

Walnut Wood
Shaker

Natural Oak
Shaker

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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A striking, one-piece Shaker kitchen with a 
contemporary high-gloss finish. Shown here 
in a natural Gloss Stone colour.

Gloss Stone 
Shaker
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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Featuring modern lines and a high-gloss finish, this kitchen 
sits perfectly at the heart of any contemporary-styled 
home. Shown here in a pure Gloss White colour.

Gloss White
Shaker

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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This light and naturally beautiful Shaker kitchen features 
classic five-piece doors. Shown here in a Natural Oak 
woodgrain-effect finish.

Ferrara
Natural Oak

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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Featuring a distinctive five-piece Shaker door, this warm, medium 
oak kitchen sits perfectly at the centre of any home. Shown here in 
a Lissa Oak woodgrain-effect finish.

Lissa Oak 
Shaker

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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A glamorous woodgrain-effect kitchen with five-piece Shaker 
doors. Shown here in a rich and distinctive Walnut finish.

Walnut
Shaker

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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A warm and welcoming kitchen with a classic country feel, 
stunning Shaker-style doors and a beautiful buttermilk finish.

Designed in the classic Shaker style, this refined and easily-
adaptable kitchen is finished in a soft and subtle buttermilk finish.

Contemporary
Buttermilk

Broad Style
Buttermilk

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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The 
Modern 
range from 
Sheraton
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The Modern range draws upon the luxury and style 
associated with all Sheraton Kitchens, combining it 
with the very best modern innovation and design. 

Elegant simplicity, 
styled for living.

M
O
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Elegance
for the modern 
British era

We’ve taken the beauty and finesse of Sheraton and 
applied a simple functionality that makes each kitchen in 
this range an inspired solution to modern living. 

There’s a huge choice of customisable options that will ensure you 

can create a kitchen that accommodates your individual tastes. From 

the big decisions like wood styles and paint shades, right down to 

the smallest of details like touch sensor switches, handle trims and 

soft-close hinges. 

With fantastic innovative features, clever storage systems and the 

perfect combination of flexibility, function and style, the Sheraton 

Modern range has the ability to cater to every taste.

Pages 48-69 showcase the three ways to create a stylish, minimalist, 

handle-less look for your kitchen. Further detail on these on-trend 

designs can be found on pages 140-141.

“  Once you’ve decided that a modern 
kitchen is the way to go, you need to 
decide on the right units for your lifestyle. 
And when it comes to kitchen units, the 
sky’s the limit with combinations that 
could work together. Don’t be afraid to 
be bold in your choices.”

THE RANGE – AT A GLANCE

In-Line Gloss White  48

In-Line Gloss Anthracite  50

In-Line Gloss Ivory  52

In-Line Gloss Grey  54

In-Line Painted Taupe & Light Grey  56

In-Line Painted (Colour Options) 58

Setosa Painted Sage Grey & Ivory  60

Setosa Painted (Colour Options) 62

Hemlock Nordique & Setosa Painted Steel Blue  64

Mattonella Gloss White  66

Lucente Ivory  68

Lucente White  70

Mattonella Gloss Stone  72

Mattonella Gloss Grey  74

Mattonella Gloss Ivory  76

Mattonella Gloss Black  78

Gloss Walnut  79

Satin White  80

Veneered Walnut  82

Grey Nebraska Oak & Setosa 
Painted Aubergine 84

Driftwood  86

Hemlock Barrique & Setosa Painted Steel Blue 88

Natural Oak Slab  90

Lissa Oak Slab  91

Arlington Oak  92

Bardolino Oak  94

White Avola & Amazonas  96

Brown Grey Avola & Champagne Avola  98

Natural Pacific Walnut  100
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A fashionable and stylish lacquered high-gloss 
kitchen with clean lines and a modern handle-less 
design. Shown here in Gloss White.

In-Line 
Gloss White

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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Uniquely styled, this handle-less kitchen creates an 
impressive centrepiece to the contemporary home. 
Shown here in lacquered Gloss Anthracite.

In-Line 
Gloss Anthracite
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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This stunning statement kitchen features a 
lacquered high-gloss look coupled with clean 
lines and a contemporary handle-less design. 
Shown here in Gloss Ivory.

In-Line 
Gloss Ivory
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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Adding real impact to any modern home, this 
kitchen’s sleek lacquered high-gloss style and
on-trend handle-less look creates a striking 
ambience. Shown here in Gloss Grey.

In-Line 
Gloss Grey
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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Beautifully streamlined and modern, this 
handle-less kitchen has an understated style 
and a wide choice of natural painted finishes.

In-Line
Painted Taupe 
& Light Grey
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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1. In-Line Painted Light Blue
2. In-Line Painted Sage Grey

This handle-less kitchen combines smooth painted 
matt colours and striking modern styling.

In-Line
Painted

1 2

Add some colour
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Choose from our palette of natural, elegant
shades to add a splash of individuality and create
the perfect look.

Green TaupeLight BlueIvory

Oyster Light GreySage GreyWhite

AubergineHickorySteel Blue
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Choose from a gorgeous range of painted finishes
and design options in this simple and timeless kitchen, 
utilising the Sheraton ‘Touch‘ handle-less system. 
Available with or without handles.

Setosa Painted 
Sage Grey
& Ivory
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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1. Setosa Painted Light Blue
2. Setosa Painted White
3. Setosa Painted Taupe
4. Setosa Painted Oyster

An unmistakably modern kitchen with smooth 
painted doors and cutting edge design. Available
in 11 cool and contemporary colours, with or 
without handles.

Setosa
Painted

1

Add some colour
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4
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Choose from our palette of natural, elegant
shades to add a splash of individuality and create
the perfect look.

Green TaupeLight BlueIvory

Oyster Light GreySage GreyWhite

AubergineHickorySteel Blue
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Minimalist statement kitchen featuring open 
design and ‘Inset‘ handle-less innovation.
Also available with handles and with either
a horizontal or vertical woodgrain.

Hemlock
Nordique &
Setosa Painted 
Steel Blue
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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A bright and contemporary kitchen with clean 
lines and sharp design that makes a statement at 
the heart of any modern home. Shown here in 
a Gloss White finish and utilising the Sheraton 
‘Inset‘ handle-less system. The Mattonella range 
is also available with handles.

Mattonella 
Gloss White
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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A smooth, lacquered high-gloss finish and 
contemporary curves make this sleek handle-less 
kitchen as tactile as it is tasteful. Also available 
with handles.

Lucente 
Ivory
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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A sleek, lacquered high-gloss kitchen. 
Shown here in Gloss White.

Lucente 
White
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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This chic and stylish kitchen features high-gloss 
slab doors for a sleek and sophisticated look. 
Shown here in a Gloss Stone finish.

Mattonella 
Gloss Stone
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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Fresh, fashionable and minimalist styling featuring 
clean, high-gloss slab doors and a contemporary 
grey finish.

Mattonella 
Gloss Grey
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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High-gloss slab doors and sleek surfaces make this 
kitchen an ideal addition to contemporary-styled 
living. Shown here in a Gloss Ivory finish.

Mattonella 
Gloss Ivory
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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A distinctly modern kitchen featuring glamorous high-gloss 
slab doors in a rich and exotic walnut finish.

A bold and sophisticated statement kitchen designed with 
stunning high-gloss slab doors and striking lines. Shown here 
in a Gloss Black finish.

Gloss
Walnut

Mattonella 
Gloss Black

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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A pure and understated contemporary kitchen 
with smooth, matt white doors for a clean, 
minimalist look.

Satin
White
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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The polished work surfaces and sweeping 
design make this modern statement kitchen 
a very popular choice.

Veneered 
Walnut
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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This beautiful and on-trend kitchen makes a
fantastic centrepiece to a house with great design 
at its heart. Available with either a horizontal or 
vertical woodgrain.

Grey Nebraska 
Oak & Setosa 
Painted Aubergine
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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This slab-style kitchen combines a smart 
Driftwood woodgrain finish with simple, 
contemporary lines.

Driftwood
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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A striking, high-fashion kitchen that makes
a statement at the heart of the modern home.
Available with either a horizontal or vertical 
woodgrain.

Hemlock 
Barrique & 
Setosa Painted 
Steel Blue
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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A clean and modern slab-style kitchen 
with a Lissa Oak woodgrain finish.

Featuring a stylish Natural Oak woodgrain finish, this fresh and 
contemporary slab-style kitchen suits a wide range of spaces.

Lissa
Oak Slab

Natural
Oak Slab

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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A modern and beautifully simple slab-style 
kitchen with a textured woodgrain finish.
Available with either a horizontal or vertical 
woodgrain.

Arlington
Oak
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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Sleek and contemporary, this stylish kitchen 
features a refined woodgrain look and a huge
variety of customisable options. Available with
either a horizontal or vertical woodgrain.

Bardolino
Oak
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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This kitchen couples contemporary design with 
refined details like the luxury woodgrain finishes 
of White Avola and Amazonas.

White Avola
& Amazonas
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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Crisp and modern lines work with warm, neutral 
tones to accentuate the minimalist styling of this 
contemporary kitchen.

Brown Grey 
Avola & 
Champagne 
Avola
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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Simple and modern slab-style kitchen with a 
beautifully textured woodgrain finish. Shown 
here in Natural Pacific Walnut.

Natural 
Pacific
Walnut
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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The 
Traditional 
range from 
Sheraton
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Choose a kitchen from the Sheraton Traditional 
range and you’re choosing a kitchen with a superior 
build, a heritage of great design and the very best
in innovation.  

Elegantly designed, 
beautifully crafted.
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Beautiful, 
traditional, 
British

With a Sheraton Traditional kitchen you are assured a 
classic look and feel with the added benefit of modern 
functionality. All of which will establish your kitchen at 
the heart of your home. 

Create a beautiful kitchen to your own unique tastes. With elegant 

pilasters, antique handles and ornate cornices, you can reflect the 

character of your home and add hidden innovative features that 

complement your lifestyle, without detracting from the traditional 

form and design.

Choosing a kitchen from the Sheraton Traditional range means you 

are choosing quality too. Not only can you select the specifications 

to make the perfect fit for your home, you can be safe in the 

knowledge that every component is built to function and built to last. 

“  Durability is key in kitchen design. Making 
sure a family kitchen will last is my biggest 
tip. Unit doors and worktops need to be 
tough to withstand hot pans, stains and 
of course, knocks and scratches from 
children’s toys.”

THE RANGE – AT A GLANCE

Wood Framed Lissa Oak  106

Wood Framed Ivory Painted  108

Wood Framed Painted (Colour Options) 110

Wood Framed Walnut  112

Craftsman Oak  113

Edwardian Painted Light Grey 114

Edwardian Painted (Colour Options) 116

Edwardian Buttermilk  118

Edwardian Platinum White  119

Character Painted Ivory & Light Grey  120

Character Painted (Colour Options) 122

Painted In-Frame White & Light Blue  124

Painted In-Frame (Colour Options) 126

Ivory In-Frame  128

Period Buttermilk  129
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A warm, elegantly styled medium oak 
kitchen with classic in-frame timber doors.

Wood Framed 
Lissa Oak

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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Classic tongue and groove panelling and painted 
framed doors make this kitchen the perfect choice 
for the traditional style home.

Wood Framed 
Ivory Painted
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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1. Wood Framed Painted Oyster
2. Wood Framed Painted Sage Grey
3. Wood Framed Painted Green
4. Wood Framed Painted Ivory

An elegantly designed in-frame timber kitchen 
in a range of natural tones.

Wood Framed 
Painted

1

Add some colour
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4

3

2

Choose from our palette of natural, elegant
shades to add a splash of individuality and create
the perfect look.

Green TaupeLight BlueIvory

Oyster Light GreySage GreyWhite

AubergineHickorySteel Blue
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A timeless, rustic-style kitchen with beautiful solid 
knotty oak frames and traditional square-framed doors.

An exotic and stylish walnut kitchen with 
elegant in-frame timber doors.

Craftsman
Oak

Wood Framed
Walnut

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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A contemporary take on a traditional-style kitchen, 
with a great choice of custom accessories and 
fashionable painted finishes.

Edwardian
Painted 
Light Grey
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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1. Painted In-Frame Aubergine
2. Painted In-Frame Light Blue
3. Painted In-Frame Steel Blue
4. Painted In-Frame Taupe
5. Painted In-Frame Sage Grey

An elegant smooth painted kitchen with traditional 
in-frame style doors, available in 11 natural colours.

Edwardian
Painted

2

3

1

5

4

Add some colour
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Choose from our palette of natural, elegant
shades to add a splash of individuality and create
the perfect look.

Green TaupeLight BlueIvory

Oyster Light GreySage GreyWhite

AubergineHickorySteel Blue
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A tastefully designed traditional kitchen in a natural, 
platinum white finish with classic in-frame style doors.

This country-styled kitchen features striking in-frame style 
doors in a natural buttermilk finish, complementing the 
traditional home perfectly.

Edwardian
Platinum White

Edwardian
Buttermilk

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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Influenced by tradition, beautifully finished and
available with a fantastic range of features and 
accessories to complement your home. 

Character 
Painted Ivory
& Light Grey
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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1. Character Painted Steel Blue & White
2. Character Painted Light Blue
3. Character Painted White
4. Character Painted Oyster

A refined and beautifully crafted kitchen with 
raised panels and solid painted timber doors.

Character 
Painted

1

Add some colour
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Choose from our palette of natural, elegant
shades to add a splash of individuality and create
the perfect look.

Green TaupeLight BlueIvory

Oyster Light GreySage GreyWhite

AubergineHickorySteel Blue
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A beautiful woodgrain-effect finish, painted in a
range of naturally subtle tones giving this kitchen
a timeless yet fresh appeal.

Painted 
In-Frame 
White & 
Light Blue
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For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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1. Painted In-Frame Oyster
2. Painted In-Frame Sage Grey
3. Painted In-Frame Ivory
4. Painted In-Frame Green

A beautifully designed, painted woodgrain-effect 
kitchen with traditional in-frame doors and a choice 
of 11 natural shades.

Painted  
In-Frame

1

Add some colour
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Choose from our palette of natural, elegant
shades to add a splash of individuality and create
the perfect look.

Green TaupeLight BlueIvory

Oyster Light GreySage GreyWhite

AubergineHickorySteel Blue
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A striking, hand-finished farmhouse kitchen with 
traditional square-framed doors and grooved centre 
panel. Shown here in a soft distressed buttermilk finish.

An elegant, ivory woodgrain-effect kitchen with beautiful 
in-frame doors.

Period
Buttermilk

Ivory 
In-Frame

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.

For more options and accessories, see 
The Finer Detail section from page 130.
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The finer 
detail from 
Sheraton
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The closer you look at a Sheraton Kitchen, the more 
you’ll appreciate its superior quality and traditional 
British craftsmanship. Each of the following features 
and accessories have been carefully selected to help 
you create a kitchen that not only looks beautiful, 
but suits your individual tastes and needs.

The finer details can really give your kitchen a 
character all of its own. And the possibilities are 
almost limitless. From pelmets and pilasters, door 
and drawer styles, worktops and paint finishes to 
smaller details such as handles, lighting, shelving, sinks 
and taps. Whatever suits your style.
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About George
George Clarke is an accomplished and passionate 
architect as well as Creative Director of the 
architectural practice, George Clarke + Partners. 
In addition, he’s a writer, lecturer and TV presenter. 

As the presenter of several very successful TV series, including 
Channel 4’s Restoration Man and George Clarke’s Amazing 
Spaces, his expert opinion has made him the voice of reason on 
all things property related. He is also the best selling author of 
The Home Bible.

George was born and raised in Sunderland and from the age of 
12 instinctively knew he wanted to be an architect. After studying 
architecture at Newcastle University and University College 
London, it was inevitable he’d start his own practice. 

George’s design talent and fanaticism for beautiful buildings has 
transformed the homes and everyday lives of so many people 
across Britain. His aim is to make architecture popular and 
accessible to everyone, while at the same time creating award-
winning spaces for his clients.

Your choice of door can dictate a lot about the character 
of your kitchen. From elegant and traditional styles to 
slick, contemporary options, there is a door to suit every 
taste and every home.

The door
collection

Traditional Doors

Period Buttermilk
(Find on page 129)

Edwardian Platinum 
White

(Find on page 119)

Edwardian Painted 
- available in 11 colours

(Find on page 116)

Ivory In-Frame
(Find on page 128)

Wood Framed Ivory
(Find on page 108)

Wood Framed Lissa Oak
(Find on page 106)

Wood Framed Painted 
- available in 11 colours

(Find on page 110)

Painted In-Frame 
- available in 11 colours

(Find on page 126)

Wood Framed Walnut
(Find on page 112)

Edwardian Buttermilk
(Find on page 118)

Character Painted 
- available in 11 colours

(Find on page 122)

Craftsman Oak
(Find on page 113)
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Shaker Doors Modern Doors

Walnut Shaker
(Find on page 41)

Lissa Oak Shaker
(Find on page 40)

Ferrara Natural Oak
(Find on page 39)

Broad Style Buttermilk 
(Find on page 42)

Contemporary 
Buttermilk

(Find on page 43)

Ivory Shaker
(Find on page 28)

Chamfered Shaker Painted
- available in 11 colours

(Find on page 30)

Walnut Wood Shaker
(Find on page 35)

Painted Wood Shaker 
- available in 11 colours

(Find on page 18)

Ivory Chamfered Shaker
(Find on page 30)

Gloss Stone Shaker
(Find on page 36)

Gloss White Shaker
(Find on page 38)

Elegant Painted
- available in 11 colours

(Find on page 22)

Lissa Oak Wood Shaker
(Find on page 32)

Natural Oak Shaker
(Find on page 34)

Shaker Painted
- available in 11 colours

(Find on page 26)

Lissa Oak Slab
(Find on page 91)

Driftwood
(Find on page 86)

White Avola
(Find on page 96)

Champagne Avola
(Find on page 98)

Brown Grey Avola
(Find on page 98)

Natural Oak Slab
(Find on page 90)

Mattonella Gloss Stone
(Find on page 72)

Mattonella Gloss Ivory
(Find on page 76)

Mattonella Gloss White
(Find on page 66)

Mattonella Gloss Black
(Find on page 78)

Mattonella Gloss Grey
(Find on page 74)

Mattonella Gloss Walnut
(Find on page 79)

Satin White
(Find on page 80)

Arlington Oak
(Find on page 92)

Bardolino Oak
(Find on page 94)

Natural Pacific Walnut
(Find on page 100)

Vertical
Arlington Oak

Vertical
Bardolino Oak

Amazonas
(Find on page 96)

In-Line Gloss White
(Find on page 48)

In-Line Gloss Ivory
(Find on page 52)

In-Line Painted
- available in 11 colours

(Find on page 58)

In-Line Gloss
Anthracite

(Find on page 50)

Setosa Painted
- available in 11 colours

(Find on page 62)

Hemlock Barrique
(Find on page 88)

Lucente Gloss White
(Find on page 70)

Lucente Gloss Ivory
(Find on page 68)

Veneered Walnut
(Find on page 82)

Hemlock Nordique
(Find on page 64)

Nebraska Oak
(Find on page 84)

In-Line Gloss Grey
(Find on page 54)
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A selection of Sheraton Kitchens are available in a range
of 11 fashionable and contemporary colours.

Shaker, Setosa, Elegant, In-Line, In-Frame, Edwardian, Chamfered, Wood 

Shaker, Character and Wood Framed kitchens can all be supplied in these 

elegant shades, designed to work well on their own or combined

with other colours and textures.

The colours shown in this brochure are as accurate as the printing process allows 

and therefore we strongly recommend that you contact your Sheraton retailer to 

view a display or door sample before placing your order.

Add some colour
An open invitation to
express your personal style

Ivory Light Blue Green

Oyster Light Grey Steel Blue

Taupe White Sage Grey

Hickory Aubergine

Setosa

Elegant

Chamfered

Character

In-Line

Wood Framed

In-Frame

Shaker

Edwardian

Wood Shaker

Recommended Cabinet Colours

Sheraton painted kitchens can be supplied on all 11 cabinet
colours. Open and glazed units are also available in a choice
of 11 painted colours.

Light Blue

Sage Grey

Taupe

Oyster
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Modern Handles Traditional Handles

We have a wide range of handle suites available to help personalise 
your Sheraton Kitchen. Not all handle suites are suitable for 
each kitchen. Most handle suites are supplied at no extra charge, 
however, a small number do carry a surcharge and your Sheraton 
retailer will be happy to advise you on suitability and costs. 

Please note that a handle suite may comprise up to three 
handles which are fitted to drawers and doors.

Choose from our distinctive
handle options

Define your style

* Handle suite carries a surcharge.       
† Handles can be fitted either vertical or horizontal.

Suite 620

Suite 601 * Suite 698 & 606 Suite 611 & 612

Suite 653 Suite 654 Suite 656

Suite 625 & 626

Suite 672

Suite 697

Suite 604 & 605 † Suite 609 & 610 † Suite 613 & 614 †

Suite 615 & 616 † Suite 617 & 618 † Suite 619 Suite 621 & 622 † Suite 623 & 624

Suite 627 & 628 † Suite 632 & 633 † Suite 634 & 635 † Suite 636 & 637 † Suite 638 & 639 †

Suite 640 & 641 Suite 642 & 643 Suite 646 & 647

Suite 665 & 666 † Suite 669 Suite 673 Suite 674 & 675 † Suite 678 & 679 †

Suite 699 Suite 700 (Touch Only) Suite 702 Suite 683 Suite 684

Suite 686 Suite 687 & 688 Suite 689 & 690 Suite 707 (Touch only)

Suite 600 Suite 602 Suite 603

Suite 696

Suite 607 Suite 608 Suite 629

Suite 630 Suite 631 Suite 644 & 645 Suite 648 & 649 Suite 650 Suite 651

Suite 652 Suite 655 Suite 657 & 658 † Suite 659 Suite 660 & 661 † Suite 662

Suite 663 Suite 664 Suite 667 Suite 668 Suite 670 Suite 671

Suite 676 Suite 677 Suite 681 Suite 682 Suite 685

Suite 691 Suite 692 Suite 693 Suite 694
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Sheraton Inset Kitchens

The principle of Sheraton Inset Kitchens is that doors and drawers include
a cup, fitted to the reverse, allowing them to be opened without the need 
of a protruding handle. This ensures a minimalist approach whilst maintaining 
soft close actions on doors and drawers.

To allow access to pan drawers, larder units and appliance housings, Inset 
kitchens are designed using horizontal and vertical extrusions, in a brushed 
steel finish. These not only provide a functional purpose but also work well 
with the range of doors available.

Inset can be used on a total of 36 doors, including all Price Group 0 doors, 
Satin White, Mattonella (all colours except Black), Setosa (all colours), 
Lucente (all colours).

If you’re looking for a minimalist kitchen, perhaps a kitchen 
that doesn’t feature handles that can detract from clean lines 
and a sleek design, then Sheraton has three ways to achieve 
this – Inset, Touch and In-Line.

Sheraton Touch Kitchens

Sheraton Kitchens can be designed without handles using our Touch 
system. Doors and drawers are opened simply by touch, allowing you 
to create a minimalist, handle-free design.

Certain units, such as pull-out larders, appliance doors and magic corner 
units require a handle. A specifically designed handle suite (suite 653) is 
available to allow these units to be opened whilst still ensuring a minimalist 
design. Alternatively, a face-fixed handle could be used and we recommend 
the following handle suites - Suites 605, 610 and 700.

Sheraton In-Line Kitchens

In-Line kitchens are the third way to design a Sheraton Kitchen without a 
handle. This style features an integrated J-Pull style handle grip (called J-Pull 
due to its shape).

The integrated grip of In-Line has been specifically developed to be 
deeper that other versions, providing more grip and ensuring that opening 
dishwasher and larder doors is easier.

In-Line kitchens are available in four gloss finishes (White, Ivory, Light Grey
& Anthracite) as well as 11 matt painted colours.

Handle-less
kitchens
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Island Unit

An island unit adds extra surface space and 
character to your kitchen. There’s a wide range of
units available in the Sheraton collection, some 
incorporating traditional features such as decorative 
pilasters and other more modern selections
utilising different heights. 

Add innovative design features to your kitchen
and increase space and function.

Creative space

Glazed Unit

Make a feature of your wall units with a glazed front.
Choose from a range of aluminium frames and glazing 
designs, with options to complement both traditional
and more contemporary kitchens.

Chunky Pilaster

Adding decorative features like pilasters works 
beautifully with the traditional aspects of a
Sheraton. A variety of designs are available to allow 
you total control over the look, feel and personality
of your kitchen. 

Tray Unit

A functional and attractive 
accessory available for all Wood 
Framed kitchens, the unit houses 
two removable oak trays. 

Seating Area

Add versatility to your kitchen with a casual seating area providing 
useful additional storage space.

Working Mantel

Usually a feature of traditional kitchen designs, mantels make 
practical and attractive additions to your space and are available
in a variety of veneered and painted finishes. 

Larder Units With Oak Drawers

There’s a great range of larder and pantry unit options to 
complement your kitchen, available in varying heights and styles.

Curved Corner Unit

The alternative to the more standard L shape corner base unit, the curved 
version, with its sweeping lines, can suit both modern or traditionally-themed 
kitchens. They partner perfectly with our range of curved laminate worktops
and are available in a selection of kitchens. 

Mattonella (except Black), In-Line (all colours), Lucente (all colours),
Elegant (all colours), Chamfered (all colours), Character (all colours) and
Painted Timber Shaker (all colours).

*please note that the curved unit used for In-Line ranges is supplied with two doors.

Wicker Baskets

More suited to traditional kitchen designs, these wicker basket base units
are ideal for larder-style storage.
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The fittings inside the kitchen units have a lot to say about 
whether you’re going to enjoy cooking or not. If you have fast, 
direct and easy access to all the contents of all the kitchen 
units, then kitchen work becomes smooth, efficient and far 
more enjoyable.

This is ultra-important for corner units, which offer a lot of space but are 
often very difficult to access. One brilliant solution to this problem is the 
LeMans swing-out corner unit fitting from Kesseböhmer. A light touch swings 
the LeMans trays out of the corner individually, until they come to a stop 
with the contents right out in front of the unit. You can check the whole 
contents at a glance and easily reach any item you want.

Kesseböhmer storage solutions provide stylish, practical and functional 
solutions providing better organised and easier access to storage space.

In addition to brilliant functionality, Kesseböhmer storage solutions stand for 
exclusive design and a high quality finish. Internal cabinet space is used more 
efficiently than conventional systems, helping you get the most out of your 
Sheraton kitchen. Kesseböhmer stands for un-paralleled user comfort and for 
a level of quality that sets standards worldwide. Sheraton units are supplied 
with Kesseböhmer storage solutions pre-fitted, saving you time and money 
when installing (excludes Revolving Carousel Unit which is supplied
ready-to-assemble as this is too large to supply rigid). 

• ‘Softstop’ soft close action is available on pull-out base units and   
 larder units, incorporating Kesseböhmer storage solutions.

• Solid bottom shelves available.

• Greater load-bearing capacity than conventional systems.

• Greater level of usable space due to square edges on baskets.

• Unique LeMans corner storage solution – Red Dot Design    
 Winner – providing full access to corner unit storage.

LeMans Pull-Out Corner Storage

You’ll certainly enjoy the aesthetic qualities of the 
LeMans fitting and the elegant movement sequence. 
The fluid sequence of movements is precisely defined 
and controlled by the fitting technology. It combines 
two types of movement – turning and swinging. The 
trays glide right out of the unit and back again in a series 
of supremely light and easy movements. The shape of 
the trays have been optimised to blend light and easy 
movements with a maximum amount of storage area.  
The flowing, asymmetrical curves make people think of 
the well-known race track in France – hence the name. 

Easily loaded from the top, LeMans is the only corner 
cabinet solution to combine an extremely high degree of 
space utilisation with perfect overview, with the shelves 
swinging completely out of the cabinet. Not only will all 
pots and pans find their place – but every one of them 
can be reached easily.

Each LeMans shelf can be moved independently from 
each other enabling easy access, and can take a load 
bearing of up to 20kg.

Experience the design every time you reach for a pot 
or pan. The LeMans design was awarded the Red 
Dot Design Award in 2005 for outstanding design 
achievements.

Sheraton Kitchens include 
great design ideas, not just 
on the outside but on the
inside too.

Everything in 
its perfect place.

Everything 
within reach.

Easy to use 
and enjoy.

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 10

9

1. Pull-out towel rail  2. Pull-out storage  3. Pull-out tray space  4. Breakfront pull-out storage 
5. Magic corner unit  6. Pull-out larder storage  7. Pull-out swing larder storage   
8. Tandem larder storage  9. Carousel unit  10. Revolving carousel unit
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The fine art of 
traditional 
craftsmanship

Base Unit

• 18mm MFC glue and dowel construction, for no visible fixings. 

• 15mm solid back panel for extra rigidity.

• Cabinets are edged all round for protection against moisture, 
 even on the edges you can’t see. 

• Fully adjustable hinges with an integrated soft-close action.

• 50mm service void that aids installation. 

• Concealed unit fixings. 

• Adjustable and anti-tip fittings. 

• Front-frame fixings are vertically and horizontally adjustable. 

Colour Co-ordinated Cabinets

Choose from 11 cabinet finishes which allow you to colour co-ordinate 
or contrast your fascia style. A full range of matching plinths, panels 
and pilasters are also available which will add to the overall 
co-ordinated look.

Drawer Unit

In addition to the standard base unit specification:

• Standard drawers feature a gloss metallic drawer side finish.

• 16mm MFC base. 

• Suitable to bear up to a 40kg load.

• Fully extending soft-close runners with smooth and silent operation. 

• Remove and adjust metal drawers and drawer fronts without tools.

• Handle-less drawer units feature factory-fitted trims. 

• Crystal drawer sides are available at no extra cost, and a luxury 
 oak drawer option is available too. 

• Oak drawers have solid oak sides and dovetail construction with 
 9mm oak veneered base panel.

Wall Unit

• 18mm MFC glue and dowel construction, for no visible fixings.

• 8mm solid back panel for extra rigidity.

• Cabinets are edged all round for protection against moisture, 
 even on the edges you can’t see. 

• Fully adjustable hinges with an integrated soft-close action.

• Choose from 300mm or 350mm depth units (350mm depth fits 
 a 12” dinner plate). 

• Choose from three heights: 576mm, 720mm or 900mm. 

• Concealed wall fixing brackets, 150kg loading per pair, which are 
 wall-locking for safety, with a third bracket supplied to double-width 
 wall units. 

• Double-width units supplied with full centre division for prevention 
 of shelf bowing and increased shelf-adjustment options. 

• Glass shelves as standard for glazed units. 

• Adjustable and anti-tip fittings.

• Front-frame fixings are vertically and horizontally adjustable. 

Your cabinets will form the foundation of your new
kitchen. So when you’re looking for real durability, only
a truly quality build will do. The hallmark of that quality,
is a glue and dowel construction, giving you a cabinet
that’s built to last and leaving you no unsightly visible 
screws, fixings and drill holes.    
 
As the kitchen can be an environment that has a lot of moisture in the 
air, it’s also really important to make sure that any exposed edges are 
protected from potential water damage too.

This range gives you the option to add even more quality with features 
like adjustable shelving, soft-closing hinges and anti-tip fittings.

Crystal drawer sides Luxury oak drawers

Gloss IvoryWalnut Natural Oak Platinum 
White

Lissa OakButtermilk Gloss White Knotty Oak

Gloss Stone Aluminium Matt Ivory
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Grass® Nova Pro 
the complete drawer system with 
precision and individuality

*Interior drawer lighting sold separately

A range of solid oak 
dovetailed drawer boxes 
are also available as an 
upgrade. A range of 
functional accessories to 
suit both metal and oak 
drawers are available. 
Please see pages
150-151 for details.

A quality kitchen needs to have quality built-in. Sheraton 
Kitchens feature the Nova Pro drawer system from Grass®, 
one of the world’s leading suppliers of quality drawer systems. 
A complete range of drawer systems are available – designed 
to provide functional storage solutions, combined with the 
Airmatic® soft closing action and other practical benefits.

Your Sheraton Kitchen is provided with all drawers pre-fitted, 
saving you time and money on installation.

Features & Benefits

 Airmatic® soft closing system – using air rather than oil to   
 provide a reliable cushioning and ensuring hygiene in the  
 kitchen with no fear of fluid leakage.

 Full extension drawer runners allowing full access
 40kg load-bearing capacity as standard (more than   
 conventional systems).

 Twin-wall, metal sided drawerbox with straight internal   
 sides to provide more storage space and better   
 compatibility with accessories.

 Solid 16mm bottoms to provide extra rigidity and reliability.

 Easy cleaning with flat sides and removable drawer front. 
 The whole drawer is easy to remove in one easy movement
 – no tools, no hassle.

Easy to clean

Easy to remove
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Sheraton Kitchens are as practical as they are beautiful 
and a range of functional accessories are available, 
especially designed to allow you to customise your 
kitchen to your exact needs. 

A wide range of cutlery trays and utensil dividers are available in either 
a plastic or luxurious oak finish. Combinations of trays and dividers are 
used depending on the width of the drawer and your Sheraton retailer 
will be able to advise you on the possible combinations.

1. Internal oak drawer cutlery insert
2. 900mm top drawer with cutlery units

1

2
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A place for 
everything

1. Base wine rack unit  2. 150mm wine rack unit  3. 300mm wine rack unit  4. Wine rack for use above American fridge freezers 
5. Pull-out removable recycling bins  6. Pull-out combi waste bin  7. Swing-out cylinder waste bin  8. Pop-up Socket with 2 USB charge pins
9. Swing-out removable recycling bins  10. Drip tray  11. Pull-out towel rail and tray space  12. Rectangular waste bin  13. 40mm chunky shelving
14. Removable oak storage boxes and removable oak pegs to keep crockery secure.

1

5

9

12

13 14

10 11

6 7 8

2 3 4

Linero MosaiQ Midway System

This stylish and functional midway rail system is supplied in one
handy pack and features two 600mm rails, shelf, pot (with quiver),
two utensil hooks and kitchen roll holder ensuring useful items
are always to hand.
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Modern lighting is an important feature within 
the design of your kitchen. Our extensive
range offers a wide variety including the very 
latest styles and lighting options.
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Our choice of the latest bright
lights for your kitchen

Let there be light

Glass shelf and bracket
Code: SHELFBR

Square shelf bracket
Code: SHELFBRSQ

Edge lit shelves
Code: LTEDGE60/90

2 LED strip lights for edge lit shelves 
Code: LTSHLED2

Flexible LED strip lighting
Code: LTFLEXLED/1

Box lit shelvesReflective glazed unit (day) Reflective glazed unit (night) Sirius circle LED under unit light
Code: LTSIRCIR2

Sirius 2 light LED under unit light
Code: LTSIRIUS2

Plinth light
Code: LTPLED3

Fluorescent surface downlight 
Code: LTDOWNMSS

LED Tri-lite
Code: LTTRI60

Over cabinet light 
Code: LTASTI

Over cabinet light
Code: LTVERONA

Touch sensor switch
Code: LTSENSE

L Shaped LED under unit light
Code: LTSIRL2

Light halo
Code: LTHAL2 & 3

Door sensor switch
Code: LTCABSW

LED diffused strip light
Code: LTSTRIPLED222

Sirius diffused LED tri-light
Code: LTSIRTRI 2 & 3

Plinth light 
Code: LTPLEDM

Arrezzo lighting
Code: LTAREZ2

Diffused 60 point LED light 
light Code: LTRND60

Grace lighting
Code: LTGRACE2

Inside wall units or flap units with no 
ventilation under cupboard lights should be 
used instead of low voltage downlights.

Halo triangular light
Code: LTHALTRI 2 & 3

Flexible LED strip light
Code: LTFLEXLED/1

Low voltage triangular
under light Code: LTTRILFL

Plinth light - 4 lights 
Code: LTMONZA4

2 Low voltage downlights
and transformer 

Code: LTDOWN 2 CH
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This range of sinks and taps have been specifically developed 
with Schock, providing a comprehensive and stylish offer.

Schock is the word’s leading supplier of granite sinks and the Neptune 
range is made from their outstanding material, CRISTALITE®.

Schock sinks are easy to clean, safe for use with food and are finished with 
Schock Antibac. The special hygiene protection uses natural silver ions to 
reduce bacterial growth by up to 95% and make working in the kitchen 
cleaner and safer. The range of stainless steel sinks from Schock are made 
from 18/10 grade stainless steel – the highest grade available – ensuring
your sink is highly resistant to staining, rusting and corrosion.

Sinks & Taps by Sheraton Sinks & Taps

TRITON White
(1.0 bar pressure)

TRITON Cream
(1.0 bar pressure)

TRITON Black
(1.0 bar pressure)

LEDA ChromeTRITON Matt Black
(1.0 bar pressure)

CHARON Chrome

VESTA ChromeELARA Chrome OBERON Chrome

NEPTUNE 1.0 Bowl
(Black reversible)

NEPTUNE 1.5 Bowl
(Black reversible)

NEPTUNE 1.0 Bowl
(Cream reversible)

NEPTUNE 1.5 Bowl
(Cream reversible)

NEPTUNE 1.0 Bowl
(White reversible)

NEPTUNE 1.5 Bowl
(White reversible)

NEPTUNE 1.0 Bowl
(Matt Black reversible)

NEPTUNE 1.5 Bowl
(Matt Black reversible)

VENUS 1.0 Bowl
(reversible)

VENUS 1.0 Deep Bowl
(reversible)

VENUS 1.5 Bowl MERCURY 1.0 Bowl MERCURY Drainer SATURN 1.0 Bowl
Undermount 

SATURN 1.5 Bowl
Undermount  

JUPITER 1.0 Bowl JUPITER 1.5 Bowl PLUTO 1.0 Bowl
(reversible)

PLUTO 1.5 Bowl
(reversible)

Europa 1.0 Bowl Compact

Europa 1.0 Inset Bowl Europa 1.5 Inset Bowl Titan 1.0 Inset Bowl Titan 1.0 Inset Bowl Compact Titan 1.5 Inset Bowl

COX (0.5 Bar Pressure) Chrome DAX SQUARE (0.5 Bar Pressure) Chrome DAX FLAT (0.5 Bar Pressure) Chrome AUKLAND (0.3 Bar Pressure) Chrome 

LIBERTY (0.1 Bar Pressure) Chrome COX CRUCIFORM**
(0.3 Bar Pressure) Chrome

SWAN* (0.3 Bar Pressure) Chrome VERONA* (0.3 Bar Pressure)
Chrome & Brushed Steel 

COX SIDE LEVER**
(0.5 Bar Pressure) Chrome

FLEXIO † (0.5 Bar Pressure) Chrome SWAN BRIDGE † (0.3 Bar Pressure,
to fit worktop must be recessed on 

underside) Chrome 

FLEXI SEMI-PROFESSIONAL †
(0.8 Bar Pressure) Chrome 

CRETA PULL-OUT
(0.8 Bar Pressure) Chrome

CRETA LONG (0.5 Bar Pressure) ChromeCRETA (0.5 Bar Pressure) Chrome COX FOUNTAIN TOWER †
(0.5 Bar Pressure) Chrome 

OVO (0.5 Bar Pressure) Chrome STERLING (0.3 Bar Pressure) Chrome

† Ideal for mounting on a solid surface such as topp, wood or granite
* No diffuser supplied
** Requires a minimum 5 metre head or pressured system

BELFAST 1.0 Bowl Sink (White) RUSTIQUE 1.5 BowlSUDBURY 2.0 Bowl Sink (White) RUSTIQUE 1.0 Bowl
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Curved Worktops
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Worktop Colours

So, you have chosen your Sheraton Kitchen, now you need to select the right 
worktop to finish your design. To help you, we have chosen a comprehensive 
range of colours to complement the Sheraton range from the Duropal 
Quadra Worktop collection.

Duropal are a leading supplier of quality laminate worktops throughout 
Europe, and the Quadra range of worktops are an ideal alternative to 
solid surface, granite or timber worktops. The Quadra profile is designed 
to provide the appearance of solid surface worktops and the unique ‘seal 
groove’ ensures a lifetime of protection against moisture and steam.

These high quality, fashionable and durable worktops 
are resistant to: sunlight, scratching, abrasion, stains 
(such as coffee, tea, red wine, ink), fruit juice spills, 
steam and cigarette burns, and have achieved the
FIRA Gold Award for product excellence.

To view displays of Duropal worktops, please visit your local
Sheraton retailer.

Unique ‘seal groove’

Laminated Backboards 
& Upstands

Available in all colours, 
splashbacks and upstands are 
an ideal alternative to tiling, 
protecting walls from splashes 
behind hobs and sinks.

Gable Ends

Available in all colours, in
40mm and 60mm thicknesses 
(where available), gable ends 
are an ideal way to create a 
peninsular island unit effect, or 
can be used as a stylish way to 
end a run of base units.

A range of Duropal worktops have been designed specifically to suit our 
curved base end and curved corner units perfectly. These worktops have a 
totally flat-faced profile and are a practical and cost effective solution to solid 
surfaces and granite worktops. Curved worktops are available in both 40mm 
and 60mm thicknesses in all the colours.

«

Quadra Worktops

To order a FREE sample colour swatch, delivered direct to your home please call 01625 660411.

All colours available in 40mm Quadra profile. 
All colours available in 40 & 60mm Curved/Straight-edged profile.

Please note: High gloss laminates, whilst equally hardwearing may show scratches.

Black Brazil Black Brazil Gloss Cosmic Granite Woodmix Block Black Myriade Slate

White Beech Parquet Glacial Storm Taurus Stone Matt White Oak Block Harvard Oak

Astral Quartz Tuscan Granite Taurus Sand Block Walnut Antique Messina Natural Wenge 

Dark Mountain Oak Clay Sangha Wenge Jura Marble Brown Sahara Chapel Oak

Natural Messina Ipanema White

Grey Ottowa
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Broad Style Buttermilk  42

Contemporary Buttermilk  43

Craftsman Oak  113

Chamfered Shaker Painted (Colour Options)  30

EDWARDIAN 
Edwardian Buttermilk  118 
Edwardian Painted Light Grey  114 
Edwardian Painted (Colour Options)  116 
Edwardian Platinum White  119

CHARACTER 
Character Painted (Colour Options)  122 
Character Painted Ivory & Light Grey  120

ELEGANT 
Elegant Painted (Colour Options)  22 
Elegant Painted Light Blue & Ivory  20

Ferrara Natural Oak  39

GLOSS 
Gloss Stone Shaker  36 
Gloss White Shaker  38

IN-FRAME 
Ivory In-Frame  128 
Painted In-Frame (Colour Options)  126 
Painted In-Frame White & Light Blue  124

IN-LINE 
In-Line Gloss Anthracite  50 
In-Line Gloss Grey  54 
In-Line Gloss Ivory 52 
In-Line Painted (Colour Options)  58 
In-Line Painted Taupe & Light Grey  56 
In-Line Gloss White  48

LUCENTE 
Lucente Ivory  68 
Lucente White  70

MATTONELLA 
Mattonella Gloss Black  78 
Mattonella Gloss Grey  74 
Mattonella Gloss Ivory  76 
Mattonella Gloss Stone  72 
Mattonella Gloss White  66

MODERN 
Arlington Oak  92 
Bardolino Oak  94 
Brown Grey Avola & Champagne Avola  98 
Driftwood  86 
Gloss Walnut  79 
Grey Nebraska Oak & Setosa Painted Aubergine 84 
Hemlock Barrique & Setosa Painted Steel Blue  88 
Hemlock Nordique & Setosa Painted Steel Blue  64 
Lissa Oak Slab  91 
Natural Oak Slab  90 
Natural Pacific Walnut  100 
Satin White  80 
Veneered Walnut  82 
White Avola & Amazonas  96

Period Buttermilk  129

SETOSA 
Setosa Painted (Colour Options)  62 
Setosa Painted Sage Grey & Ivory  60

SHAKER 
Ivory Shaker  28 
Lissa Oak Shaker  40 
Lissa Oak Wood Shaker  32 
Natural Oak Shaker  34 
Painted Green Wood Shaker  16 
Painted Wood Shaker (Colour Options)  18 
Shaker Painted (Colour Options)  26 
Shaker Painted Sage Grey & Ivory  24 
Walnut Shaker  41 
Walnut Wood Shaker  35

WOOD FRAMED 
Wood Framed Ivory Painted  108 
Wood Framed Lissa Oak  106 
Wood Framed Painted (Colour Options)  110 
Wood Framed Walnut  112

ACCESSORIES 
Add Some Colour  136 
At A Glance  159 
Creative Space  142 
Door Collection  133 
Essential Accessories  150 
FAQs  158 
Grass Drawer System  148 
Handle Selection  138 
Handle-less Kitchens  140 
Kessebohmer Storage Solutions  144 
Lighting & Shelving  152 
Rigid Cabinets  146 
Sinks & Taps  154 
Worktops  156

Frequently
asked 
questions
We understand the questions that are asked most about Sheraton Kitchens. 
However, if you have a question that is not covered here, please contact your 
approved Sheraton retailer who will be able to answer your queries.

The kitchen is undoubtedly the most popular 
and widely used room in the house, and the 
various functions the kitchen of today is asked 
to perform, requires accurate planning and 
good design.

A good starting point is to look at the various 
ways in which your kitchen is used, how often 
and who uses the kitchen. This will then provide 
you with a list of basic design requirements for 
your kitchen that need to be met.

Where can I see displays of Sheraton 
Kitchens?

Your local Sheraton retailer will have a 
selection of displays and a full set of doors for 
you to view. We strongly recommend that you 
always view a display or sample door before 
purchasing your Sheraton Kitchen.

What is the difference between a true rigid 
cabinet and a flat-pack assembled cabinet?

Sheraton Kitchen units are true rigid units, 
assembled in our factory by skilled craftsman 
using the latest technology. True rigid units are 
assembled using glue and dowel, rather than 
cam and dowel construction, ensuring there 
are no visible fixings or redundant drill holes. 
Sheraton units are also supplied with doors, 
drawers and accessories pre-fitted and we 
even drill for doors and drawers for handle 
suite selection*. 

* applies to the majority of handles.

Can I buy direct from Sheraton?

Omega PLC are the manufacturers of Sheraton 
Kitchens and only sell via specialist retailers 
who will use their extensive knowledge and 
expert design skills to produce the kitchen of 
your dreams. 

What happens if I pay a deposit to a retailer 
for a Sheraton Kitchen who then ceases 
trading before my kitchen is delivered?

In the unlikely event of this happening we run 
a Deposit Guarantee Scheme. This ensures 
that we will still supply your Sheraton Kitchen 
furniture at the current manufacturers 
recommended retail price list, less the deposit 
paid on furniture, provided that the amount 
paid to the dealer does not exceed 50% of the 
manufacturers recommended retail price.

Do your kitchens carry a guarantee?

Yes, all Sheraton Kitchens are supplied with a 
10 YEAR GUARANTEE, providing you with 
complete peace of mind when purchasing your 
kitchen. Sheraton guarantees that for a period 
of ten years from the date of purchase that the 
kitchen cabinets and fascias (“the products”) 
manufactured by Omega PLC are free from 
defects in material and workmanship. Sheraton 
Kitchens will supply replacement products for 
items that do not comply with this guarantee 
free of charge or, at our discretion, repair such 
products free of charge subject to our terms 
and conditions.

How long will it take for me to receive 
my Sheraton Kitchen?

Once the retailer has placed the order 
with us, your Sheraton Kitchen will be 
delivered within 2-3 weeks. However, Painted 
kitchens are available within 3-4 weeks from 
placing the order.

Do you charge for delivery? 

No. We provide FREE ** delivery, direct to 
your home and our two-man delivery teams 
will ensure your new kitchen is delivered with 
care and professionalism.

** minimum order value applies.

Kitchen Range Material Description Recommended  Curved  Tall Units  Mantel  Plinth Pilasters Cornice/ Panels

  Cabinet Colour Units 900mm High  Feature  Pelmet Type

PRICE GROUP 0         

Drfitwood  Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

White Avola  Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Amazonas  Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Champagne Avola  Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Lissa Oak Slab Laminated MFC Slab Lissa Oak No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Natural Oak Slab Laminated MFC Slab Natural Oak No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Arlington Oak Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Bardolino Oak Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Pacific Walnut Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Brown Grey Avola Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Vertical Arlington Oak Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Vertical Bardolino Oak Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Hemlock Nordique Laminated MFC slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Hemlock Barrique Laminated MFC slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Nebraska Oak Laminated MFC slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

PRICE GROUP 1         

Broad Style Buttermilk PVC foil laminated on MDF Buttermilk No Yes Yes MFC Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Painted

Contemporary Buttermilk PVC foil laminated on MDF Buttermilk No Yes Yes MFC Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Painted

Ivory Shaker Laminated MDF frame and centre panel  Matt Ivory Yes Yes Yes MFC/Foil No Modern/Traditional MFC / Foil

Shaker Lissa Oak Laminated MDF frame and centre panel Lissa Oak No Yes Yes MFC No Modern/Traditional MFC / PVC

Ferrara Natural Oak Laminated MDF frame and centre panel Natural Oak No Yes Yes MFC No Modern/Traditional MFC 

Walnut Foil Shaker Laminated MDF frame and centre panel Walnut No Yes Yes MFC No Modern/Traditional MFC 

Satin White PVC foil laminated on MDF Platinum White Yes Yes No MFC/PVC No Modern MFC / PVC

PRICE GROUP 2         

Mattonella Gloss White PVC foil laminated on MDF Gloss White Yes Yes No MFC/PVC No Modern/Traditional MFC / Gloss PVC

Mattonella Gloss Black PVC foil laminated on MDF Aluminium No No No MFC/PVC No - MFC / Gloss PVC

Mattonella Gloss Stone PVC foil laminated on MDF Gloss Stone Yes Yes No MFC/PVC No Modern/Traditional MFC / Gloss PVC

Mattonella Gloss Ivory PVC foil laminated on MDF Gloss Ivory Yes Yes No MFC/PVC No Modern MFC / Gloss PVC

Gloss Walnut Slab Lacquered finish on MFC with PVC edging Walnut No Yes No MFC/Laq No Modern MFC / Gloss MFC

Shaker Painted* Painted Laminated MDF frame and centre panel  Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint No Modern/Traditional Painted Foil

Setosa Painted* Painted MDF  Lissa Oak Yes Yes No MFC/Paint No Modern/Traditional Painted MDF

Mattonella Gloss Grey PVC foil laminated on MDF Aluminium Yes Yes No MFC/PVC No Modern MFC/Gloss PVC

PRICE GROUP 3         

Edwardian Buttermilk Lacquered finish on MDF Buttermilk Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint Yes Traditional MFC / Painted

Edwardian Platinum White Lacquered finish on MDF Platinum White Yes Yes Yes MFC Yes Traditional MFC / Painted

Period Buttermilk Dual layered PVC laminated on MDF, handrubbed Buttermilk No Yes Yes MFC Yes Traditional MFC / PVC

Gloss White Shaker PVC foil laminated on MDF Gloss White No Yes No MFC/PVC No Modern/Traditional MFC / Gloss PVC

Gloss Stone Shaker PVC foil laminated on MDF Gloss Stone Yes Yes No MFC/PVC No Modern/Traditional MFC / Gloss PVC

In-Frame Ivory Laminated MDF frame and centre panel Matt Ivory Yes Yes Yes MFC/Foil No Modern/Traditional MFC / Foil

In-Frame Painted* Painted Laminated MDF frame and centre panel  Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint No Modern/Traditional MFC / Painted Foil

In-Line Gloss White Gloss Lacquered finish on MDF with integrated pull handle Gloss White Yes Yes No MFC/Laq No Modern  MFC / Gloss Lacquered

In-Line Gloss Grey Gloss Lacquered finish on MDF with integrated pull handle Gloss White Yes Yes No MFC/Laq No Modern  MFC / Gloss Lacquered

In-Line Gloss Ivory Gloss Lacquered finish on MDF with integrated pull handle Gloss Ivory Yes Yes No MFC/Laq No Modern MFC / Gloss Lacquered

In-Line Gloss Anthracite Gloss lacquered finish on MDF with integrated pull handle Aluminium Yes Yes No MFC/Laq No Modern MFC/Gloss lacquered

In-Line Painted* Painted MDF with integrated pull handle Lissa Oak Yes Yes No MFC/Paint No Modern MFC / Painted

Elegant Painted* Painted MDF  Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Painted

Lucente White Gloss lacquered finish on MDF Gloss White Yes Yes No MFC/Laq No Modern MFC/Gloss lacquered

Lucente Ivory Gloss lacquered finish on MDF Gloss Ivory Yes Yes No MFC/Laq No Modern MFC/Gloss lacquered

Veneered Walnut Veneered Walnut on MDF Walnut Yes Yes No MFC/Ven No Modern MFC/Veneered Plain

Edwardian Painted* Painted finish on MDF Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint Yes Traditional  MFC/Painted

PRICE GROUP 4         

Lissa Oak Wood Shaker Solid oak frame with oak veneered centre panel Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Ven No Modern/Traditional MFC

Natural Oak Shaker Solid oak frame with oak veneered centre panel Natural Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Ven Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Veneered Planked

Walnut Timber Shaker Solid timber frame with walnut veneer and veneer centre panel Walnut Yes Yes Yes MFC/Ven No Modern/Traditional MFC / Veneered Plain

Craftsman Oak Solid oak frame with oak solid centre panel Knotty Oak No Yes Yes MFC/Ven Yes Traditional MFC / Veneered Planked

PRICE GROUP 5

Chamfered Shaker Painted* Painted solid ash frame with ash veneered centre panel Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC /Paint Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Painted Plain or Planked

Ivory  Chamfered Shaker Painted solid ash frame with ash veneered centre panel Matt Ivory Yes Yes Yes MFC /Paint Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Painted Plain or Planked

Painted Wood Shaker* Painted solid ash frame with ash veneered centre panel Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Veneered Plain or Planked

Character Painted* Painted solid timber frame with raised veneered centre panel Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Veneered Plain or Planked

PRICE GROUP 6

Wood Framed Lissa Oak Solid oak frame with oak veneered centre panel Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Ven Yes Modern/Traditional MFC/Veneered Plain or Planked

PRICE GROUP 7

Wood Framed Ivory Painted Painted solid ash frame with ash veneered centre panel Matt Ivory Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint Yes Modern/Traditional MFC/Veneered Plain or Planked

Wood Framed Painted* Painted solid ash frame with ash veneered centre panel Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint Yes Modern/Traditional MFC/Veneered Plain or Planked

Wood Framed Walnut Solid timber frame with walnut veneer and veneer centre panel Walnut Yes Yes Yes MFC/Ven No Modern/Traditional MFC/Veneered Plain 

*all colours

Your Sheraton Kitchen at a glance
We think it’s important that you know what your kitchen is made from so we have listed below the material description, 
and because we also think kitchens should look good on the inside our designers have recommended the best cabinet 
colour. You can also see here, at a glance, what design features are available with your new kitchen.

Kitchen Characteristics

Wood is a natural material with an endless variety of textures and grains. Variations evident on 
installation should diminish over a period of time to create a pleasant uniformity. As our policy is 
one of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to amend designs and specifications without 
prior notice. Where real wood veneers are used on external surfaces, we are unable to guarantee 
an exact match due to natural variations in colour and grain. The colours in this brochure are as 
accurate as the printing process will allow, and we recommend that you view a display or sample 
door at one of our approved retailers prior to purchase. Errors and omissions excepted.
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For further information please contact:

The Customer Service Department, Sheraton Kitchens, Omega Boulevard, Capitol Park, Thorne, Doncaster DN8 5TX

Tel: 01405 743322   |   Fax: 01405 743330   |   sheratonkitchens.co.uk


